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US Defense Secretary Esper Says Trump Lied to
Justify Killing Soleimani
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Mark Esper, the former US Secretary of Defense (it’s a matter of time now) said that his
chief  Donald  Trump  lied  to  the  US  citizens  about  the  justification  to  carry  out  the  most
heinous murder crimes against two top commanders who fought ISIS and saved US and
European lives, including the soldiers from the USA and Europe.

That’s how I read the ‘breaking news’ I received from The New York Times in my inbox.
Other info about this is nothing but useless details, especially to those who are concerned.

Screenshot of The New York Times ‘breaking news’ email notification

This might be breaking news to ignorant people, but there was no planned attack against
any US interest in the region or elsewhere by the murdered commanders Iranian IRGC’s top
General Qasim Soleimani and Iraqi top security force commander and Deputy Head of the
PMU Abu Mahdi Al-Muhandis.

Trump killed these two top commanders based on his own lies by the orders of the Israeli
embattled Netanyahu to save the necks of both of them.
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It was totally the contrary, the Iranian General Soleimani was on a PEACE Mission to defuse
tensions between Iran and Saudi carrying a reply message from Iran to the Saudis through
the Iraqi mediator Prime Minister Adil Abdul-Mahdi, and what drove the Iranians and the
Iraqi officials further mad at the US President Trump and the US Army is that Trump knew
about the mission of General Soleimani and when he was arriving from the Iraqi PM by a
phone call the same day.

This is what Mr. Abdul-Mahdi told the Iraqi Parliament during the historic session which
voted to expel the US forces out of the country.

Everything else you heard of from the western mainstream media propagandists is full of
their usual Pentagon propaganda, but wait, maybe the Pentagon itself is not happy about
what happened like what its chief has come out to tell.

Mark Esper spilled out what could be his last statement as the Defense Secretary of the US,
since his chief the absolute dictator of large Trump Inc., ie. the USA, doesn’t like other
opinions than his and has a short but rich history of firing those who have any other opinions
‘You’re Fired’.

Don’t blame Trump or even his contenders at the US presidential race in 2016 especially
crooked Hillary, it’s the USAians who look through the bottom of the degenerated society
that thrives among them and pick the worse of it to lead them. They turned a Republic into
a ‘Lobbycracy’ and called it ‘freedom’ and ‘democracy’ and they want to export the surplus
of their invention by all means of force, terror, and intimidation to the rest of the world.

Side note: Why does the US ‘Vile‘ President Pence keep staring at his boss throughout all
the conferences when they’re together?

*
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